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Abstract. A cryptographic accumulator is a succinct set commitment
scheme with efficient (non-)membership proofs that typically supports
updates (additions and deletions) on the accumulated set. When ele-
ments are added to or deleted from the set, an update message is issued.
The collection of all the update messages essentially leaks the underlying
accumulated set which in certain applications is not desirable.
In this work, we define oblivious accumulators, a set commitment with
concise membership proofs that hides the elements and the set size from
every entity: an outsider, a verifier or other element holders. We formalize
this notion of privacy via two properties: element hiding and add-delete
indistinguishability. We also define almost-oblivious accumulators, that
only achieve a weaker notion of privacy called add-delete unlinkability.
Such accumulators hide the elements but not the set size. We consider
the trapdoorless, decentralized setting where different users can add and
delete elements from the accumulator and compute membership proofs.
We then give a generic construction of an oblivious accumulator based on
key-value commitments (KVC). We also show a generic way to construct
KVCs from an accumulator and a vector commitment scheme. Finally,
we give lower bounds on the communication (size of update messages)
required for oblivious accumulators and almost-oblivious accumulators.3

1 Introduction

A cryptographic accumulator [6] is a set commitment, i.e., a compact represen-
tation of a set of elements, as a short digest C. It allows a prover to generate a
short proof of membership wx, often called a witness, for any element x that has
been accumulated, or non-membership proof for any element in the accumula-
tor domain that has not been accumulated. A verifier can efficiently verify such
proofs using the digest alone without the need to access the entire set. Since their
inception, accumulators have been considered in various settings with varying
capabilities, leading to a rich taxonomy. Accumulators that only support mem-
bership proofs are called positive, while those supporting only non-membership
proofs are called negative. An accumulator that supports both membership and
non-membership proofs is called universal. Regarding updating the accumulated
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set, accumulators are called additive if they only allow for additions of new el-
ements, negative or subtractive if they only allow for deletions, and dynamic if
they support both operations. There exist a variety of accumulator construc-
tions proposed in the literature with different properties and under different
computational assumptions [11,28,31,19,3,10,45].

Accumulators have also been classified into two main categories based on the
entity who is responsible for updating the accumulated set: trapdoor-based accu-
mulators managed by a trusted party, and trapdoorless or strong accumulators.
In a trapdoor-based accumulator, a trusted entity known as the accumulator
manager, holds some secret information/trapdoor and has the ability to effi-
ciently add or delete elements and create witnesses. Whenever a new element
is added to the accumulator, the accumulator manager issues the corresponding
membership proof wx. On the other hand, trapdoorless accumulators allow for
public additions or deletions of elements without relying on a trusted entity.
Users adding new elements to the accumulator can compute (and later update)
their corresponding witnesses themselves. Finally, some accumulator construc-
tions have an interesting property called proof batching [8,37]. In this case, the
prover can further compact proofs for multiple elements into one proof of size
sublinear in the number of elements, that verifies faster than when compared to
verifying each individual proof.

Accumulators have found numerous applications, with the most popular be-
ing anonymous credentials [11,1,4,10,20], group signatures [32,29,12], cloud stor-
age [40,45], and more recently, stateless [8,17] and privacy-preserving cryptocur-
rencies such as ZCash [30] and RingCT 2.0 [38] proposed for Monero. Revocation
of anonymous credentials is one of the most prominent applications of trapdoor-
based accumulators. The credential issuing authority, that is responsible for
granting credentials, also serves as the accumulator manager and maintains a
list of valid credentials in the form of an accumulator. When a new credential
is issued, it is added to the accumulated set by the issuing authority and the
corresponding witness is sent to the user along with the credential. To use the
credential, the user will have to prove membership in the accumulator in order to
demonstrate to the verifier that the credential is still valid. The issuing author-
ity/accumulator manager is responsible for removing revoked credentials from
the accumulated set. Trapdoorless accumulators are mostly used in applications
where set updates and witness creation are performed by an untrusted party,
for example a cloud storage provider. Recently, trapdoorless accumulators have
been proposed for data compression in decentralized settings. An accumulator
can be used to construct a stateless blockchain, where anyone can add elements,
as long as they can prove that their update is consistent with the previous state
of the chain.

Privacy in accumulators. The classic definition of a cryptographic accumu-
lator does not offer any privacy preserving properties: an accumulator is not a
hiding commitment and can leak information about the set. Information can be
leaked from the accumulator digest itself, a membership proof, and most impor-
tantly from the update messages, that usually describe explicitly which element
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was added or deleted. This information can be used by any entity (proof hold-
ers and verifiers) in order to update their proof and/or the accumulator value.
However, accumulators are often used in applications where privacy is needed
for specific operations carried out on the accumulated set. A common example
is in the context of anonymous credentials, where users may wish to hide the
specific credential for which they are proving membership. To achieve this, a user
can present a commitment to the credential and subsequently provide a zero-
knowledge (ZK) proof, demonstrating that the committed value is indeed present
in the accumulator. ZK proofs of (non-)membership for accumulators have been
previously studied in the literature in the form of individual proofs [4,7,11] and
batched proofs [14,37]. In the context of anonymous credentials, the notion of
join-revoke unlinkability was previously introduced [5] which guarantees that the
addition and revocation of the same credential should not be linkable. This idea
could be extended to direct accumulator property of add-delete unlinikability
and it is achieved by modular constructions as explained below. Finally, another
flavor of privacy for accumulators is that of zero-knowledge accumulators for
set operations [21,45,24,16]. In that setting, the guarantees provided by zero-
knowledge assures that an external entity, such as a verifier, that gets to see
only (non-)membership proofs and the accumulator digest, learns nothing else
about the accumulated set.

Beyond the privacy-preserving accumulator application of anonymous cre-
dentials mentioned above, there are other scenarios where there is a need to
conceal the elements of the accumulated set from all participants, including wit-
ness holders (and the accumulator manager in the case of trapdoor-based con-
structions), and additionally hide the size of the accumulated set. Consider for
example a smart contract that is executed on a public blockchain and is using
an accumulator to hold the credentials for all the customers of an organization
in order to efficiently check (non-)membership. In such a scenario, it is crucial to
hide the accumulated elements, since having access to the credentials of a user
might allow for unauthorized access. At the same time, it would also be useful
to hide the total number of the elements accumulated in order to conceal the
size of the “customer base” of the organization. This brings us to the following
interesting question:

Is it possible to construct a dynamic accumulator that hides the
accumulated set (both its elements and its size)?

In this work we answer this question affirmatively. For the first time, we define
the notion of oblivious accumulators, that achieve all the above properties and
we provide a construction that achieves our definition. We also show that our
construction meets the standard information-theoretic lower bounds that prove
for oblivious accumulators, along the lines of similar bounds that have been
shown for dynamic accumulators [9] and revocable proof systems [18]. More
specifically, we show that the total communication cost in the form of updates
in our construction is equal to what must necessarily be stored as a state for an
oblivious accumulator with the privacy properties that we propose.
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1.1 Our contributions

In Section 4 we define a dynamic positive trapdoorless oblivious accumulator.
At a high level, an oblivious accumulator supports the typical accumulator op-
erations. Setup generates the parameters and the initial accumulator C. Add
inserts a new element x into the accumulator and computes its membership
proof wx and the new accumulator C ′. Similarly, Del deletes an element from
the accumulator and computes the new accumulator C ′. The addition and dele-
tion processes also release an update message u. The rest of the proof holders
run MemProofUpdate with u as input and update their proofs. The digest U of
all update messages can be used to update membership proofs at any point in
time, thus alleviating the need for parties to always be online and process update
messages as they come in. Anyone can check whether x has been accumulated
by running MemVer, given the proof wx and the accumulator C. A feature spe-
cific to our oblivious accumulator is the following: in order to add x, Add also
generates auxiliary information aux (only known to the user that holds x), which
is necessary in order to later construct a membership proof for x or to delete x.4

On top of the typical accumulator security properties, we define new privacy-
related properties. The first property, element hiding, guarantees that one cannot
learn x by looking at the corresponding update message u. Then we define add-
delete indistinguishability which guarantees that one cannot even tell what type
of operation, i.e., an add or a delete, took place, even with the knowledge of the
accumulated set before the update. This property is equivalent to hiding the size
of the set since, if one could track the number of additions and deletions, they
could infer the current size of the set. We also formalize the notion of add-delete
unlinkability as an intermediate privacy goal (this property was previously dis-
cussed in [5] under the term “join-revoke” unlinkability for a revocation system
and not directly for an accumulator). Add-delete unlinkability states that de-
spite having access to addition update messages, that may not hide the element,
and with the knowledge that an update u corresponds to a deletion, one can
still not link which updates refer to the same element. We note that add-delete
indistinguishability implies add-delete unlinkability.

An almost-oblivious accumulator. After defining the privacy properties of
an oblivious accumulator, we focus on constructions that satisfy these properties.
In order to build some intuition, we start by describing a construction, called
almost-oblivious accumulator, that supports element hiding and add-delete un-
linkability but not add-deleted indistinguishability. Aa intuitive way to achieve
element hiding: is to accumulate hiding commitments of the element instead of
adding them in the clear. Achieving add-delete unlinkability though is a bit a
more complex. An implicit solution for unlinkable additions and deletions was
presented as Construction A in [5] and describes a modular construction of two
accumulators Acc = (Acc1,Acc2), Acc1 is additive and used for added elements
and Acc2 is additive and used for storing deleted elements. Acc1 supports mem-

4 In a sense, aux is a summary of how x was hidden in order to achieve the privacy
properties that we discuss ahead.
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bership proofs and Acc2 supports non-membership proofs, in order for the overall
accumulator Acc to support membership proofs. To prove membership of x in
Acc, one has to present a membership proof for x in Acc1 and a non-membership
proof for x in Acc2. To get add-delete unlinkability in this modular accumulator,
one can, instead of adding x in Acc1, add c1, a hiding commitment to x. We can
delete x by adding a different commitment c2 in Acc2. A membership proof wx

in Acc now consists of a membership proof of c1 in Acc1 and a non-membership
proof of c2 in Acc2, together with openings of c1, c2 to the same element x. An
observer is not be able to link c1, c2 unless they see wx.

A more generic way to describe the modular structure is with two sets, with-
out specifying compression techniques: the set of added elements (previously
described as Acc1) and the set of deleted elements (previously Acc2). The anony-
mous cryptocurrency ZCash initially emerged as Zerocoin [30], an accumulator-
based system for compressing the set of valid coins. ZCash follows the same
modular structure. Random elements (serial numbers) are added as hiding com-
mitments in the fist set and then added in the clear in the second set. The first
set is further compressed using a Merkle tree and proofs of membership. The
second set is kept as a list and in order to ensure that an element has not been
deleted, a lookup operation is performed. The trade-off compared to using com-
pression and non-membership proofs in order to save in space is that storing the
whole list, allows for concurrency. Concurrency of operations is a special prop-
erty that comes up in cryptocurrencies. In this case, a transaction for spending a
valid coin x is a membership proof wx together with a deletion for x. If deletions
are compressed, then wx needs to be updated to reflect the new digest and as a
result, transactions cannot be submitted and validated in parallel.

These constructions, which we call almost-oblivious accumulators achieve
element hiding and add-delete unlinkability. However, since the two sets of added
and deleted elements are distinct, such constructions inherently fail to satisfy
add-delete indistinguishability (and thus these constructions reveal the size of
the accumulated set).

Our construction. Our goal is to build an oblivious accumulator that achieves
element hiding and the stronger property of add-delete indistinguishability which
will allow for hiding the size of the accumulated set. In order to achieve add-delete
indistinguishability, we will use a single data structure for both additions and
deletions, as opposed to the modular constructions from above. Both addition
and deletion operations will result in new elements being added in the data
structure in a way that is indistinguishable yet sound when it comes to proving
(non-)membership. A first idea is to insert flags in random-looking positions of
a vector commitment (VC) scheme. The positions are derived from the inserted
element x and some randomness. However, a VC has to commit to a specified
number of positions when initialized. Even if the VC supported a procedure
that allows to extend the length of the vector (which some VCs do), this would
not be enough, as we would need the random-looking positions to have high
entropy, i.e., come from a very large space, which would mean that the length of
the vector would have to be exponentially large. For VCs that we know today,
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this would be grossly inefficient if not impossible. Instead, our approach is to
use Key-Value Commitments (KVC) [2,42]. A KVC is a dynamic length, sparse
vector commitment with elements (k, v), k being the key and v being the inserted
value. Its security property is key binding, meaning that proof of opening for
(k, v) guarantees that there is a tuple of the form (k, ·) and it is impossible to
find a different proof for (k, v′), and v ̸= v′. At the same time, KVC can support
key non-membership proofs (i.e., proofs that a key k′ was never inserted), a
property that will be used by our construction in order to prove that an element
has not been deleted. Looking ahead, the keys that we will use are essentially
the random-looking positions from our prior discussion.

In Section 5, we present a generic trapdoorless, positive, dynamic oblivious
accumulator from any KVC scheme that supports non-membership. Our con-
struction is proven secure in the Random Oracle Model. Our construction briefly
works as follows. The position of addition is decided by the output of a com-
mitment using a hash function H1 and the position of a deletion is decided by
H2. More specifically, the user who wishes to add x, generates randomness r and
adds a value v = 1 in position H1(x, r). It also sets auxiliary information aux = r
that allows them to delete x and compute a proof of membership on x. A proof
of membership consists of a proof of opening for key-value pair (H1(x, r), 1) and
a proof that an element in position H2(x, r) has not been added. We complete
our oblivious accumulator construction with a non-membership proof for key
H2(x, r), used by the prover to prove that x has not been deleted. Finally, a
deletion for x happens with adding the key-value pair (H2(x, r), 1). This makes
a membership proof invalid. In Section 5.5 we briefly discuss an extension of our
constructions that allows for the accumulation of unique elements.

In Section 3, we show, as a side result, how to construct a KVC scheme with
non-membership, using a universal accumulator and vector commitment with
extendable length. We add keys k in the accumulator and elements (k,v) in the
vector sequentially. Our construction inherits the position binding properties and
additive updates from the vector commitment and the non-membership proofs
from the accumulator. Moreover, it preserves efficiency properties of the under-
lying schemes such as constant commitment and proof size, efficient updates,
etc., or features such as proof batching and aggregation or cross-aggregation.
This construction is of independent interest as it gives a generic way to build a
KVC and can allow for constructions under different assumptions than the ones
currently known.

Finally, we investigate the lower bounds for almost-oblivious and oblivious
accumulators with constant proof size and constant digest. In more detail, in
Section 6, we follow the analysis of [9,18] to prove lower bounds on the com-
munication costs of deletions, and then show that the obliviousness properties
of oblivious accumulators translate these bounds for arbitrary operations, not
just deletions. In light of this result, our construction has optimal communica-
tion cost. In the case of almost-oblivious accumulators, we leverage add-delete
unlinkability to show the lower bound, which implies that constructions such as
ZCash are essentially optimal.
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1.2 Future Directions

Our work is on positive oblivious accumulators, meaning accumulators that only
support membership. It is an open problem whether oblivious accumulators
with non-membership exist. The challenge for the prover is how to prove non-
membership in a set they are unaware of. Solutions so far refer to uncompressed
sets that can be processed by the verifier. An indicative way to implement obliv-
ious non-membership in a set of elements is to perform encrypted search. The
prover converts their element into an encrypted keyword and hands it to the
verifier with a proof of correct computation. The verifier can encrypt the set and
ensure the keyword is not found. It is unclear whether a short proof exists in a
setting where the verifier only holds a short set digest.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Notation

For n ∈ N, let [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Let λ ∈ N denote the security parameter.
Symbols in boldface such as a denote vectors. By ai we denote the i-th element
of the vector a. For a vector a of length n ∈ N and an index set I ⊆ [n], we denote
by a|I the sub-vector of elements ai for i ∈ I induced by I. By poly(·), we denote
any function which is bounded by a polynomial in its argument. An algorithm
A is said to be PPT if it is modeled as a probabilistic Turing machine that runs
in time polynomial in λ. Informally, we say that a function is negligible, denoted
by negl, if it vanishes faster than the inverse of any polynomial. If S is a set, then
x←$ S indicates the process of selecting x uniformly at random from S (which
in particular assumes that S can be sampled efficiently). Similarly, x ←$ A(·)
denotes the random variable that is the output of a randomized algorithm A.

2.2 Compressing Primitives

In this section, we briefly recall definitions of compressing primitives for sets
(accumulators), vectors (vector commitments), and key-value maps (key-value
commitments). We present the various algorithms underlying the primitives,
along with their corresponding correctness and security properties. We include
related work for each primitive in Appendix A.

2.2.1 Accumulators

An accumulator (Acc) allows one to commit to a set in such a way that it is
later possible to prove or disprove that elements were are in the set. We require
an accumulator to be concise in the sense that the size of the accumulator
string C is independent of the size of the set. We describe the primitive in the
universal (supports membership and non-membership proofs) dynamic (supports
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additions and deletions) setting. We also assume that we are in the trapdoorless
setting, i.e., updates can be performed with publicly available information.

We set up the following notation for a set: A set S ⊆ D is a collection of ele-
ments x ∈ D where D is the accumulator domain. We define an accumulator Acc
as a non-interactive primitive that can be formally described via the following
algorithms:

– (pp, C) ←$ Setup(1λ): On input the security parameter λ, the setup algo-
rithm outputs some public parameters pp (which implicitly define the accu-
mulator domain D) and the initial accumulator string C to the empty set.
All other algorithms have access to the public parameters.

– (C,wx, u) ← Add(C, x): On input an accumulator string C and an element
x ∈ D, the addition algorithm outputs a new accumulator string C, a mem-
bership proof wx (that x ∈ S), and update information u.

– (C, u)← Del(C, x, U): On input an accumulator string C, an element x ∈ D,
and the digest of all update information U produced until the current point
in time, the deletion algorithm outputs a new accumulator string C and
update information u.

– wx ← MemProofUpdate(wx, u): On input a membership proof wx and update
information u, the membership proof update algorithm outputs an updated
membership proof wx.

– wx ← NonMemProofCreate(x, U): On input an element x ∈ D and the digest
of all updated information U produced until the current point in time, the
non-membership proof creation algorithm outputs a non-membership proof
wx (that x ̸∈ S).

– wx ← NonMemProofUpdate(wx, u): On input a non-membership proof wx

and update information u, the non-membership proof update algorithm out-
puts an updated non-membership proof wx.

– 0/1 ← MemVer(C, x,wx): On input an accumulator string C, an element
x ∈ D, and a membership proof wx, the membership verification algorithm
either outputs 1 (denoting accept) or 0 (denoting reject).

– 0/1← NonMemVer(C, x,wx): On input an accumulator string C, an element
x ∈ D, and a non-membership proof wx, the non-membership verification
algorithm either outputs 1 (denoting accept) or 0 (denoting reject).

For correctness, we require that for all λ ∈ N, for all honestly generated public
parameters pp←$ Setup(1λ), if C is an accumulator to a set S, obtained by run-
ning a sequence of calls to Add and Del, wx is a membership proof corresponding
to an element x ∈ D for any x ∈ S, generated during the call to Add and updated
by appropriate calls to MemProofUpdate, then MemVer(C, x,wx) outputs 1 with
probability 1. Similarly, if wx is a non-membership proof corresponding to an
element x ∈ D for any x ̸∈ S, generated by a call to NonMemProofCreate and up-
dated by appropriate calls to NonMemProofUpdate, then NonMemVer(C, x,wx)
outputs 1 with probability 1.

The security requirement for accumulators is that of soundness. We consider
two notions of soundness, i.e., weak and strong soundness. To satisfy weak sound-
ness, it must be computationally infeasible for any polynomially bounded adver-
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sary (with knowledge of pp) to come up with an honestly generated5 accumulator
and either a membership proof that certifies membership of an element that has
not been added, or a non-membership proof that certifies non-membership of an
element that has been added. To satisfy strong soundness, it must be compu-
tationally infeasible for any polynomially bounded adversary (with knowledge
of pp) to come up with a potentially adversarially generated accumulator and
a pair of membership and non-membership proofs that certify membership and
non-membership, respectively, of the same element.

Alternative formalization. Some works alternatively formalize the algorithms
Del and NonMemProofCreate to take S as input instead of U , but in most cases,
the two hold similar information.

2.2.2 Vector Commitments

A vector commitment (VC) allows one to commit to a vector in such a way that it
is later possible to open the commitment with respect to any specific index. We
require a vector commitment to be concise in the sense that the size of the vector
commitment string C is independent of the size of the vector. Furthermore, it
must be possible to update the vector by updating the value of the vector at
a specific position. We also assume that we are in the trapdoorless setting, i.e.,
updates can be performed with publicly available information.

We set up the following notation for a vector: A vector v ∈ Dq of length q is
a collection of q elements vi ∈ D6 for i ∈ [q]. We define a vector commitment VC
as a non-interactive primitive that can be formally described via the following
algorithms:

– (pp, C) ←$ Setup(1λ, q): On input the security parameter λ and a length
q, the setup algorithm outputs some public parameters pp (which implicitly
define the vector commitment domain D and the vector length q) and the
initial vector commitment string C to the vector of all 0s. All other algo-
rithms have access to the public parameters. All other algorithms also have
access to the initial proofs Λi for all i ∈ [q] (that vi = 0).

– (C, u) ← Update(C, (i, δ)): On input a vector commitment string C and an
additive update value δ ∈ D, the update algorithm outputs a new vector
commitment string C and update information u.

– Λi ← ProofUpdate(Λi, u): On input a proof Λi and update information u,
the proof update algorithm outputs an updated proof Λi.

– 0/1 ← ProofVer(C, (i, v), Λi): On input a vector commitment string C, a
position i ∈ [q], an element v ∈ D, and a proof Λi, the proof verification
algorithm either outputs 1 (denoting accept) or 0 (denoting reject).

5 In the experiment defining security, we also assume that elements that have not yet
been added are never requested to be deleted by the adversary.

6 We assume that 0 ∈ D.
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For correctness, we require that for all λ ∈ N, for all honestly generated
public parameters pp ←$ Setup(1λ), if C is the vector commitment to a vector
v, obtained by running a sequence of calls to Update, Λi is a proof correspond-
ing to a position i ∈ [q], updated by appropriate calls to ProofUpdate, then
ProofVer(C, i, vi, Λi) outputs 1 with probability 1.

The security requirement for vector commitments is that of position binding.
We consider two notions of soundness, i.e., weak and strong position binding. To
satisfy weak position binding, it must be computationally infeasible for any poly-
nomially bounded adversary (with knowledge of pp) to come up with an honestly
generated vector commitment and a proof that certifies a value at any position
different from the one in the vector that has been committed. To satisfy strong
soundness, it must be computationally infeasible for any polynomially bounded
adversary (with knowledge of pp) to come up with a potentially adversarially
generated vector commitment and a pair of proofs that certify different values
at the same position.

Alternative formalization. Some works alternatively formalize a vector commit-
ment to not generate an initial vector commitment to the vector of all 0s, but
rather to have an initial Commit procedure that takes a vector and generates
a vector commitment to it. This formalization would usually be paired with a
ProofCreate algorithm that takes the initial committed vector and a position and
outputs the initial proof for that position. Some works also assume that Update
takes as input the old and new values at a position, as opposed to an additive
update–we say that such an Update algorithm is non-oblivious.

Positive length. Occasionally, we will also consider vector commitments which
support a dynamic increase of the length of the vector that is being committed
to. In this case, the vector commitment has an additional algorithm:

– (pp, C, u)←$ Extend(1λ, C): On input the security parameter λ and a vector
commitment string C for a vector v of length q, the extend algorithm outputs
new public parameters pp (corresponding to vectors of length q+1), the new
vector commitment string C to the vector v′ of length q+1, where v′|[q] = v
and v′q+1 = 0, and update information u. All other algorithms have access
to the initial proof Λq+1 (that v′q+1 = 0).

2.2.3 Key-Value Commitments

A key-value commitment (KVC) allows one to commit to a key-value map in such
a way that it is later possible to open the commitment with respect to any specific
key. We require a key-value commitment to be concise in the sense that the size of
the commitment string C is independent of the size of the map. We describe the
primitive in the universal (supports membership and non-membership proofs)
setting. Furthermore, it must be possible to update the map, by either adding
new key-value pairs or updating the value corresponding to an existing key
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We also assume that we are in the trapdoorless setting, i.e., updates can be
performed with publicly available information.

We set up the following notation for a key-value map: A key-value map
M⊆ K×V is a collection of key-value pairs (k, v) ∈ K×V. Let KM ⊆ K denote
the set of keys for which values have been stored in the map M. We define a
key-value commitment KVC as a non-interactive primitive that can be formally
described via the following algorithms:

– (pp, C) ←$ Setup(1λ): On input the security parameter λ, the setup gener-
ation algorithm outputs some public parameters pp (which implicitly define
the key space K and value space V) and the initial commitment C to the
empty key-value map. All other algorithms have access to the public param-
eters.

– (C,Λk, u) ← Insert(C, (k, v)): On input a key-value commitment string C
and a key-value pair (k, v) ∈ K × V, the insertion algorithm outputs a new
key-value commitment string C, a proof Λk (that (k, v) ∈ M), and update
information u.

– (C, u)← Update(C, (k, δ)): On input a key-value commitment string C, a key
k ∈ K, and an additive update value δ ∈ V, the update algorithm outputs a
new key-value commitment string C and update information u.

– Λk ← ProofUpdate(Λk, u): On input a proof Λk for some value corresponding
to the key k and update information u, the proof update algorithm outputs
an updated proof Λk.

– Λk ← NonMemProofCreate(k, U): On input a key k ∈ K and the digest of all
updated information U produced until the current point in time, the non-
membership proof creation algorithm outputs a non-membership proof Λk

(that k ̸∈ KM).
– Λk ← NonMemProofUpdate(Λk, u): On input a non-membership proof Λk

and update information u, the non-membership proof update algorithm out-
puts an updated non-membership proof Λk.

– 1/0← Ver(C, (k, v), Λk): On input a key-value commitment string C, a key-
value pair (k, v) ∈ K × V, and a proof Λk, the verification algorithm either
outputs 1 (denoting accept) or 0 (denoting reject).

– 0/1← NonMemVer(C, k, Λk): On input a key-value commitment string C, a
key x ∈ K, and a non-membership proof Λk, the non-membership verification
algorithm either outputs 1 (denoting accept) or 0 (denoting reject).

For correctness, we require that for all λ ∈ N, for all honestly generated public
parameters pp←$ KeyGen(1λ), if C is the key-value commitment to a key-value
map M, obtained by running a sequence of calls to Insert and Update, Λk is a
proof corresponding to a key k ∈ K for any k ∈ KM, generated during the call to
Insert and updated by appropriate calls to ProofUpdate, then Ver(C, (k, v), Λk)
outputs 1 with probability 1 if (k, v) ∈M. Similarly, if Λk is a non-membership
proof corresponding to a key k ∈ K for any k ̸∈ KM, generated by a call to
NonMemProofCreate and updated by appropriate calls to NonMemProofUpdate,
then NonMemVer(C, k, Λk) outputs 1 with probability 1.
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The security requirement for key-value commitments is that of key binding.
We consider two notions of soundness, i.e., weak and strong key binding. To
satisfy weak key binding, it must be computationally infeasible for any polyno-
mially bounded adversary (with knowledge of pp) to come up with an honestly
generated key-value commitment and either a proof that certifies membership
of a key or a key-value pair that has not been inserted, or a non-membership
proof that certifies non-membership of a key that has been inserted. To satisfy
strong key-binding, it must be computationally infeasible for any polynomially
bounded adversary (with knowledge of pp) to come up with a potentially adver-
sarially generated key-value commitment and a either a pair of membership and
non-membership proofs that certify membership and non-membership, respec-
tively, of the same key, or a pair of proofs that certify different values for the
same key.

Alternative formalization. Some works alternatively formalize the algorithm
NonMemProofCreate to take M as input instead of U , but in most cases, two
hold similar information. Some works also assume that Update takes as input the
old and new values corresponding to a key, as opposed to an additive update–we
say that such an Update algorithm is non-oblivious.

3 KVC based on Acc and VC

In Section 3.1, we show how to generically construct a key-value commitment
using an accumulator and a vector commitment. The idea is to maintain an
accumulator of the keys and a vector commitment of the values, tied by the
positions. In realizing this, we will need the property that the vector commitment
supports the procedure Extend that can dynamically increase the length of the
vector that is being committed to, as described in Section 2.2.2. The efficiency of
the final key-value commitment crucially depends on how efficient Extend is. We
highlight that our generic construction allows us to achieve all desired properties
of a KVC, including non-membership proofs.7 It also provides a holistic way to
look at existing constructions of KVCs, as we describe in Section 3.2.

3.1 Construction

Let Acc be an accumulator as described in Section 2.2.1, and let VC be a vector
commitment as described in Section 2.2.2 that supports the procedure Extend.
We will be designing a key-value commitment for the space of keys K which is
the same as the space of elements D of Acc, and the space of values V, where
the space of elements D of VC is K×V. We construct our key-value commitment
KVC as follows:

– (pp, C)←$ Setup(1λ): On input the security parameter λ, the setup genera-
tion algorithm:

7 One can also readily support key-deletion, but we ignore this in our presentation.
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• runs (ppAcc, CAcc)←$ Acc.Setup(1λ)
• runs (ppVC, CVC)←$ VC.Setup(1λ, 0)

and finally outputs the public parameters pp = (ppAcc, ppVC) and the ini-
tial commitment C = (CAcc, CVC, 0) to the empty key-value map. All other
algorithms have access to the public parameters.

– (C,Λk, u) ← Insert(C, (k, v)): On input a key-value commitment string C
and a key-value pair (k, v) ∈ K × V, the insertion algorithm:
• parses C = (CAcc, CVC, q)
• runs (CAcc, wk, uAcc)← Acc.Add(CAcc, k)
• runs (ppVC, CVC, uVC,1)←$ VC.Extend(1λ, CVC)
• runs (CVC, uVC,2)← VC.Update(CVC, (q + 1, (k, v)))
• runs Λq+1 ← ProofUpdate(Λq+1, uVC,2)

and finally outputs a new key-value commitment string C = (CAcc, CVC, q +
1), a proof Λk = Λq+1, and update information u = (uAcc, uVC,1, uVC,2).

– (C, u) ← Update(C, (k, δ)): On input a key-value commitment string C, a
key k ∈ K along with a position qk

8, and an additive update value δ ∈ V,
the update algorithm:
• parses C = (CAcc, CVC, q)
• runs (CVC, uVC)← VC.Update(CVC, (qk, δ))

9

and finally outputs a new key-value commitment string C = (CAcc, CVC, q)
and update information u = uVC.

– Λk ← ProofUpdate(Λk, u): On input a proof Λk for some value corresponding
to the key k and update information u, the proof update algorithm:
• parses u as either (·, uVC,1, uVC,2) or uVC

• runs Λk ← VC.ProofUpdate(VC.ProofUpdate(Λk, uVC,1), uVC,2) or Λk =
VC.ProofUpdate(Λk, uVC)

and finally outputs an updated proof Λk.
– Λk ← NonMemProofCreate(k, U): On input a key k ∈ K and the digest of

all updated information U produced until the current point in time, the
non-membership proof creation algorithm:
• parses U = {u}, where either u = (uAcc, ·, ·) or u = ·
• defines UAcc = {uAcc}, the set of all update information released for Acc
• runs wk ← Acc.NonMemProofCreate(k, UAcc)

and finally outputs a non-membership proof Λk = wk.
– Λk ← NonMemProofUpdate(Λk, u): On input a non-membership proof Λk

and update information u, the non-membership proof update algorithm:

8 This is an implementation detail and can be assumed to be available in practice.
9 We are slightly cheating here as we have stored the key-value pair as the element in
the vector and we only wish to add δ to the value component of this pair. This can
be realized in practice by carefully handling the sizes of K and V to simulate addition
to the value component by performing regular addition and avoiding overflows. The
alternative is to store just the value in VC, but then Acc would have to store the keys
with the positions where their values are stored in VC, which would mean that a
non-membership proof for our KVC would now have to be a batched non-membership
proof of Acc, which is also a viable solution, but may be less efficient depending on
how large |KM| becomes.
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• parses u as either (uAcc, ·, ·) or ·, in the latter case, the algorithm makes
no changes to Λk

• runs Λk ← Acc.NonMemProofUpdate(Λk, uAcc)

outputs an updated non-membership proof Λk.

– 1/0← Ver(C, (k, v), Λk): On input a key-value commitment string C, a key-
value pair (k, v) ∈ K × V along with a position qk, and a proof Λk, the
verification algorithm:

• parses C = (CAcc, CVC, q)

• checks that qk ≤ q

• runs b← VC.ProofVer(CVC, (qk, (k, v)), Λk)

and finally outputs b.

– 0/1← NonMemVer(C, k, Λk): On input a key-value commitment string C, a
key x ∈ K, and a non-membership proof Λk, the non-membership verification
algorithm:

• parses C = (CAcc, CVC, ·)
• runs b← Acc.NonMemVer(CAcc, k, Λk)

and finally outputs b.

The correctness of the above scheme follows directly from the construction
and the correctness of Acc and VC. Additionally, we have the following lemma
with regard to key binding.

Lemma 1. If Acc and VC have weak (strong) soundness and position binding,
then KVC has weak (strong) key binding.

Proof. This is a fairly simple reduction. Indeed, suppose we have a PPT adver-
sary A that can break the weak (strong) key binding of KVC. By definition, this
means that A, with knowledge of pp, can come up with an honestly generated
(potentially adversarially generated) key-value commitment and either a proof
that certifies membership of a key or key-value pair that has not been inserted,
or a non-membership proof that certifies non-membership of a key that has been
inserted. Suppose it is the former. Recall that in our scheme, a membership proof
Λk is simply a proof of VC. Therefore, if a membership proof breaks key binding
of KVC, it can be used to break the weak (strong) position binding of VC. In the
latter case, note that a non-membership proof Λk is simply a non-membership
proof of Acc. Therefore, if a non-membership proof breaks key binding of KVC,
it can be used to break the weak (strong) soundness of Acc. ⊓⊔

We thus have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. Assuming the existence of an accumulator and vector commitment
(supporting the procedure Extend) that satisfy correctness, and weak (strong)
soundness and position binding respectively, then there exists a key-value com-
mitment that satisfies correctness and weak (strong) key binding.
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3.2 Relation to existing constructions

We now describe how existing KVC constructions relate to our generic con-
struction. We focus on schemes that support key non-membership and updates.
Aardvark [27] is also a generic construction that uses a VC scheme with sequen-
tial insertions. It differs in the way it implements key non-membership. In order
to support non-membership, it stores elements (k, v, succ(k)), where succ(k)
is the smallest key in the list larger than k. To prove non-membership for k′,
one gives a proof of opening for an element with the same successor as k′. This
approach complicates updates, because when a new key is inserted, multiple po-
sitions need to be updated. Beyond Aardvark [27], there exist a number of KVC
constructions with key non-membership and updates which are based on specific
RSA-related assumptions [2,43,42]. Our generic construction could give rise to
concrete instantiations under different assumptions.

We now review how the RSA based KVC constructions would fit under our
generic paradigm. In KVaC [2,43], the commitment consists of two hidden-order
group elements (C1, C2). C2 is an RSA accumulator for the multiset of all keys
included in updates u. Let wk be the membership proof of k in C2. Then C1

is the product of terms w
vH(k)
k . Non-membership for a key k corresponds in

non-membership in C2. Given an update u = (k, δ), KVaC treats the update
as a new insertion for element (k, δ). Instead of H(k), C1, C2 now accumulate
H(k)uk where uk is the number of updates on k and is part of the opening proof.
The KVC instantiation of [42] builds on top of the RSA VC [15,26,13] which has
length that is efficiently and publicly extendable. It follows a similar format, the
commitment consists of two hidden order group elements (S, c). S is essentially
an RSA accumulator that commits to the primes ek. Each prime ek corresponds
to key k. The commitment c is the product of terms (Sk)

v, where Sk can be seen
as the membership proof of ek in S. Non-membership for a key k corresponds in
non-membership in S. Given an update u = (k, δ), in order to update opening
proofs for keys k′ ̸= k, the membership proof Sk for k is needed. There is a
space-time trade-off. The proofs can be published as parameters pp or can be
publicly computed, the computation is linear in the number of inserted keys.
This scheme also offers key deletion.

4 Oblivious Accumulators

In this section, we provide our definition of oblivious accumulators. The overarch-
ing goal of an oblivious accumulator is for its updates to be completely oblivious,
i.e., hide the details of the underlying operation being performed on the accumu-
lator. In particular, from the definition of the accumulator from Section 2.2.1,
we would like for the public parameters pp, accumulator string C, and update
any information u that is released by calls to Add or Del (and hence the digest of
all update information at any point in time) to hide as much information about
the underlying accumulated set S as possible10.

10 Indeed, note that if only one operation has been performed, we know that it must
be an Add, but we don’t necessarily know the element that has been added.
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Looking forward, we will formulate three properties that an oblivious accu-
mulator must satisfy. These three properties combined will provide the guarantee
that any publicly available information will hide as much information about S
as possible. The three properties are:

1. Element hiding. Informally, this will mean that any publicly available infor-
mation does not reveal anything about the elements in S.

2. Add-Del unlinkability. Informally, this will mean that any publicly available
information does not reveal if two operations correspond to an add and a
delete of the same element.

3. Add-Del indistinguishability. Informally, this will mean that any publicly
available information does not reveal if an operation corresponds to an add
or a delete, more than can be deduced given no update information.11

We will define the primitive in the positive (supports membership proofs)
dynamic (supports additions and deletions) setting. We also assume that we
are in the trapdoorless setting, i.e., updates can be performed with publicly
available information. Much of our definition from Section 2.2.1 can be used to
define oblivious accumulators, but crucially some changes are required. We now
discuss those changes, and then present the definition of an oblivious accumu-
lator. Essentially, any operation that is performed, in order to hide particulars
of the operation such as the nature of the operation itself (Add or Del) and the
associated element, must make use of some secret or auxiliary information, that
we denote by aux. This auxiliary information must at the very least be used
in the generation and verification of membership proofs.12 Furthermore, since
Adds and Dels are indistinguishable, it may become necessary for an Add to now
take as input all past updates, just as Del does. Based on these observations, we
modify our definition from 2.2.1 and define oblivious accumulators below.

4.1 Definition

Recall that we will define the primitive in the positive (supports membership
proofs) dynamic (supports additions and deletions) setting. We also assume that
we are in the trapdoorless setting, i.e., updates can be performed with publicly
available information. We define an oblivious accumulator OblvAcc as a non-
interactive primitive that can be formally described via the following algorithms:

– (pp, C) ←$ Setup(1λ): On input the security parameter λ, the setup algo-
rithm outputs some public parameters pp (which implicitly define the accu-
mulator domain D) and the initial accumulator string C to the empty set.
All other algorithms have access to the public parameters.

11 For example, if we have a sequence of four operations, they cannot be one Add and
three Dels.

12 One could imagine that they are also required for updating membership proofs, but
we will not need this and so opt for the stronger definition where aux is only needed
to generate membership proofs.
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– (C,wx, u, aux) ←$ Add(C, x, U): On input an accumulator string C, an ele-
ment x ∈ D, and the digest of all update information U produced until the
current point in time, the addition algorithm outputs a new accumulator
string C, a membership proof wx (that x ∈ S), update information u, and
auxiliary information aux.

– (C, u) ← Del(C, x, U, aux): On input an accumulator string C, an element
x ∈ D, the digest of all update information U produced until the current
point in time, and auxiliary information aux, the deletion algorithm outputs
a new accumulator string C and update information u.

– wx ← MemProofUpdate(wx, u): On input a membership proof wx and update
information u, the membership proof update algorithm outputs an updated
membership proof wx.

– 0/1 ← MemVer(C, x,wx, aux): On input an accumulator string C, an ele-
ment x ∈ D, a membership proof wx, and auxiliary information aux, the
membership verification algorithm either outputs 1 (denoting accept) or 0
(denoting reject).

The correctness and soundness properties of an oblivious accumulator are
identical to those of a regular accumulator, as defined in Section 2.2.1. We will
define the three properties underlying the obliviousness of the accumulator in
the next section.

4.2 Obliviousness Properties

In this section, we will define the three properties underlying the obliviousness
of the accumulator.

4.2.1 Element hiding

The property of element hiding is meant to provide the guarantee that an adver-
sary that observes the publicly available information does not learn about the
elements in the underlying accumulated set S. We define this property as a game
between a challenger and an adversary. In the game, the adversary gets to see
honestly generated public parameters and then pick two elements x0, x1 ∈ D.
The challenger then picks b ←$ {0, 1} and performs an Add of xb, followed by
a Del of xb. The adversary is then given the update information generated by
each of the operations and has to guess b. The oblivious accumulator is said to
be element hiding if the adversary cannot guess b with non-negligible advantage
over 1

2 . We define this formally below.
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Definition 1 (Element hiding). An oblivious accumulator OblvAcc is said to
be element hiding if for any PPT adversary A, the following holds:

Pr

 b′ = b

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
x0, x1 ←$ A(pp, C0)

b←$ {0, 1}
(C1, wxb

, u1, aux)←$ Add(C0, xb, ∅)
(C2, u2)← Del(C1, xb, {u1}, aux)

b′ ←$ A(C1, C2, u1, u2)

 ≤
1

2
+ negl(λ)

We note that while there are other games one could think of to define this
property, they would not offer any advantages over our proposed game.

4.2.2 Add-Del unlinkability

We first state a weaker flavor of privacy: Add-Del unlinkability, introduced by
Baldimtsi et al.[5] in the context of manager-based anonymous revocation com-
ponent (ARC) systems. We re-define this property in the context of a trapdoorless
accumulator. Add-Del unlinkability is meant to provide the guarantee that an
adversary that observes the publicly available information does not learn if two
operations correspond to an Add and a Del of the same element. We define this
property as a game between a challenger and an adversary. In the game, the
adversary gets to see honestly generated public parameters and then pick two
elements x0, x1 ∈ D. The challenger first performs an Add of x0 and x1, in order.
Then, the challenger picks b ←$ {0, 1} and performs a Del of xb, followed by a
Del of x1−b. The adversary is then given the update information generated by
each of the operations and has to guess b. The oblivious accumulator is said to be
Add-Del unlinkable if the adversary cannot guess b with non-negligible advantage
over 1

2 . We define this formally below.

Definition 2 (Add-Del unlinkability). An oblivious accumulator OblvAcc is
said to be Add-Del unlinkable if for any PPT adversary A, the following holds:

Pr


b′ = b

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
x0, x1 ←$ A(pp, C0)

(C1, wx0
, u1, aux0)←$ Add(C0, x0, ∅)

(C2, wx1
, u2, aux1)←$ Add(C1, x1, {u1})

b←$ {0, 1}
(C3, u3)← Del(C2, xb, {u1, u2}, auxb)

(C4, u4)← Del(C3, x1−b, {u1, u2, u3}, aux1−b)
b′ ← A(C1, C2, C3, C4, u1, u2, u3, u4)


≤ 1

2
+ negl(λ)

We note that while there are other games one could think of to define this
property, they would not offer any advantages over our proposed game.
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4.2.3 Add-Del indistinguishability

We now define Add-Del indistinguishability, a stronger privacy property which
implies Add-Del unlinkability as defined above. The property of Add-Del indistin-
guishability is meant to provide the guarantee that an adversary that observes
the publicly available information does not learn if an operation is an Add or a
Del, beyond what it can learn without even observing any update information.
We define this property as a game between a challenger and an adversary. In
the game, the adversary gets to see honestly generated public parameters and
then pick an element x0 ∈ D. The challenger first performs an Add of x0. Then,
the challenger picks b←$ {0, 1}. If b = 0, the challenger picks a random element
x1 ∈ D and performs an Add of x1. Otherwise, the challenger performs a Del of
x0. The adversary is then given the update information generated by each of the
operations and has to guess b. The oblivious accumulator is said to be Add-Del
indistinguishable if the adversary cannot guess b with non-negligible advantage
over 1

2 . We define this formally below.

Definition 3 (Add-Del indistinguishability). An oblivious accumulator OblvAcc
is said to be Add-Del indistinguishable if for any PPT adversary A, the following
holds:

Pr


b′ = b

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
x0 ←$ A(pp, C0)

(C1, wx0
, u1, aux0)←$ Add(C0, x0, ∅)
b←$ {0, 1}, x1 ←$ D

if b = 0: (C2, wx1
, u2, aux1)←$ Add(C1, x1, {u1})

if b = 1: (C2, u2)← Del(C1, x0, {u1}, aux0)
b′ ← A(C1, C2, u1, u2)


≤ 1

2
+negl(λ)

We note that while there are other games one could think of to define this
property, they would not offer any advantages over our proposed game.

Note that Add-Del indistinguishability implies Add-Del unlinkability. Intu-
itively, if an adversary cannot even tell Adds from Dels, then they certainly
cannot identify a pair of updates that correspond to an Add and a Del, let along
identifying that they are with respect to the same element. Formally, in the
Add-Del unlinkability game, the two Dels can we be swapped with Adds, as-
suming Add-Del indistinguishability, and then back to Dels, but in the reverse
order, again assuming Add-Del indistinguishability, and this would prove Add-
Del unlinkability. We call accumulators that satisfy Add-Del unlinkability but
not Add-Del indistinguishability as almost-oblivious accumulators, and ones that
satisfy Add-Del indistinguishability as oblivious accumulators.

5 OblvAcc based on KVC

In this section, we show how to generically construct an oblivious accumulator
using a key-value commitment. The idea is to maintain an indicator map that
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reflects which elements are in the underlying accumulated set, but where the
keys associated with each element are kept secret and hence not publicly known.
This helps in the first step of achieving element hiding. To achieve Add-Del
indistinguishability, we perform both Adds and Dels as Inserts of the key-value
commitment, but with different keys. Finally, the fact that the correspondence
between elements and keys is not publicly known will also lend itself to Add-Del
unlinkability. We formally describe this construction in the next section.

5.1 Construction

Let KVC be a key-value commitment as described in Section 2.2.3. Let H1, H2 :
{0, 1}λ×D → K be two hash functions (that will be modeled as random oracles).
Note that we will be designing an oblivious accumulator for elements from D
and K denotes the space of keys for the key-value commitment, and |K| = 2λ.
The only requirement from the space of values V for the key-value commitment
is that 1 ∈ V. We construct our oblivious accumulator OblvAcc as follows:

– (pp, C) ←$ Setup(1λ): On input the security parameter λ, the setup algo-
rithm runs (ppKVC, CKVC)←$ KVC.Setup(1λ) and outputs the public param-
eters pp = (ppKVC, H1, H2) and the initial accumulator string C = CKVC. All
other algorithms have access to the public parameters.

– (C,wx, u, aux) ←$ Add(C, x, U): On input an accumulator string C, an ele-
ment x ∈ D, and the digest of all update information U produced until the
current point in time, the addition algorithm:
• samples r ←$ {0, 1}λ
• computes k1 = H1(r, x), k2 = H2(r, x)
• runs (CKVC, Λk1 , uKVC)← KVC.Insert(C, (k1, 1))
• runs Λk2

← KVC.NonMemProofCreate(k2, U ∪ {uKVC})
and finally outputs a new accumulator string C = CKVC, a membership proof
wx = (Λk1

, Λk2
), update information u = uKVC, and auxiliary information

aux = r.
– (C, u) ← Del(C, x, U, aux): On input an accumulator string C, an element

x ∈ D, the digest of all update information U produced until the current
point in time, and auxiliary information aux, the deletion algorithm:
• parses aux = r
• computes k2 = H2(r, x)
• runs (CKVC, Λk2 , uKVC)← KVC.Insert(C, (k2, 1))

and finally outputs a new accumulator string C = CKVC and update infor-
mation u = uKVC.

– wx ← MemProofUpdate(wx, u): On input a membership proof wx and update
information u, the membership proof update algorithm:
• parses wx = (Λk1 , Λk2

)
• runs Λk ← KVC.ProofUpdate(Λk1

, u)
• Λk2 ← KVC.NonMemProofUpdate(Λk2 , u)

and finally outputs an updated membership proof wx = (Λk1 , Λk2).
– 0/1← MemVer(C, x,wx, aux): On input an accumulator string C, an element

x ∈ D, and a membership proof wx, the membership verification algorithm:
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• parses aux = r
• computes k1 = H1(r, x), k2 = H2(r, x)
• parses wx = (Λk1

, Λk2
)

• runs b1 ← KVC.Ver(C, (k1, 1), Λk1)
• runs b2 ← KVC.NonMemVer(C, k2, Λk2)

and finally outputs b1 ∧ b2.

The correctness of the above scheme follows directly from the construction
and the correctness of KVC. In the remainder of this section, we will prove the
soundness and obliviousness properties of our oblivious accumulator. We thus
have the following theorem.

Theorem 2. Assuming the existence of a key-value commitment that satisfies
correctness and weak (strong) key binding, then there exists an oblivious accu-
mulator that satisfies correctness, weak (strong) soundness, element hiding, and
Add-Del indistinguishability, in the random oracle model.

5.2 Soundness

Lemma 2. Assume that H1, H2 are random oracles. If KVC has weak (strong)
key binding, then OblvAcc has weak (strong) soundness.

Proof. Suppose we have a PPT adversary A that can break the weak (strong)
soundness of OblvAcc. By definition, this means that A, with knowledge of pp,
can come up with an honestly generated (potentially adversarially generated)
accumulator and either a membership proof that certifies membership of an
element that has not been added, or a non-membership proof that certifies non-
membership of an element that has been added. Suppose it is the former. Recall
that in our scheme, a membership proof wx consists of a proof Λk1

and non-
membership proof Λk2

of KVC, where k1 = H1(r, x), k2 = H2(r, x). If it is the
case that x has not been added, then there cannot exist an r such that both
Λk1 and Λk2 verify (as if they do, by definition, x has been added, and not yet
deleted). Therefore, if wx certifies x that has not been added, at least one of Λk1

and Λk2
can be used to break the weak (strong) key binding of KVC. A similar

argument can be made for the latter case. A final detail is we assume that H1, H2

exhibit no collisions over the inputs queried on by A. Indeed, since A is PPT

and |K| = 2λ, this is true with probability all but poly(λ)
2λ

= negl(λ). ⊓⊔

5.3 Element hiding

Lemma 3. Assume that H1, H2 are random oracles. OblvAcc is element hiding.

Proof. We will show that for any PPT adversary A,

Pr

 b′ = b

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
x0, x1 ←$ A(pp, C0)

b←$ {0, 1}
(C1, wxb

, u1, aux)←$ Add(C0, xb, ∅)
(C2, u2)← Del(C1, xb, {u1}, aux)

b′ ←$ A(C1, C2, u1, u2)

 ≤
1

2
+ negl(λ)
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We assume that H1, H2 exhibit no collisions over the inputs queried on by A.
Indeed, since A is PPT and |K| = 2λ, this is true with probability all but
poly(λ)

2λ
= negl(λ).

Note that (C1, ·, u1) ← KVC.Insert(C0, (k1,b, 1)), where k1,b = H1(rb, xb),
and (C2, ·, u2) ← KVC.Insert(C1, (k2,b, 1)), where k2,b = H2(rb, xb). Since rb is
sampled at random from {0, 1}λ and H1 and H2 are random oracles, we have
(k1,b, k2,b) ≡ (k1,1−b, k2,1−b) ≡ (α1, α2), where α1, α2 ←$ K. Since these are the
only values needed by the challenger to play the above game, this means that
(C1, C2, u1, u2) is distributed the same, regardless of b. Therefore, the claim of
OblvAcc being element hiding follows. ⊓⊔

5.4 Add-Del indistinguishability

Lemma 4. Assume that H1, H2 are random oracles. OblvAcc is Add-Del indis-
tinguishable.

Proof. We will show that for any PPT adversary A,

Pr


b′ = b

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

(pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
x0 ←$ A(pp, C0)

(C1, wx0
, u1, aux0)←$ Add(C0, x0, ∅)
b←$ {0, 1}, x1 ←$ D

if b = 0: (C2, wx1 , u2, aux1)←$ Add(C1, x1, {u1})
if b = 1: (C2, u2)← Del(C1, x0, {u1}, aux0)

b′ ← A(C1, C2, u1, u2)


≤ 1

2
+negl(λ)

We assume that H1, H2 exhibit no collisions over the inputs queried on by A.
Indeed, since A is PPT and |K| = 2λ, this is true with probability all but
poly(λ)

2λ
= negl(λ).

Note that (C1, ·, u1) ← KVC.Insert(C0, (k1,0, 1)), where k1,0 = H1(r0, x0),
and (C2, ·, u2)← KVC.Insert(C1, (k1,1, 1)), where k1,1 = H1(r1, x1) if b = 0, and
(C2, ·, u2) ← KVC.Insert(C1, (k2,0, 1)), where k2,1 = H2(r0, x0) if b = 1. Since
r0, r1 are sampled at random from {0, 1}λ and H1 and H2 are random oracles,
we have (k1,0, k1,1) ≡ (k1,0, k2,0) ≡ (α1, α2), where α1, α2 ←$ K. Since these are
the only values needed by the challenger to play the above game, this means
that (C1, C2, u1, u2) is distributed the same, regardless of b. Therefore, the claim
of OblvAcc being Add-Del indistinguishable follows. ⊓⊔

5.5 Extension for unique accumulation of elements

Both our main construction of Section 5.1 and the modular construction of the
almost-oblivious accumulator described in the introduction, do not guarantee
that the accumulated elements are unique. This implies that the same element x
can be accumulated more than once and this would go unoticed because of the
element hiding property 13.

13 In the almost-oblivious accumulator which reveals the size of the accumulated set,
this might be more problematic if in the underlying application the size of the set is
important and should only contain unique elements
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To overcome this problem instead of accumulating commitments to x one
could use a deterministic commitment (assuming also that the accumulated ele-
ments bare random and from a large enough domain to avoid guessing attacks).
One approach to do so, would be to use a hash function as a commitment
scheme. If guessing is still a concern, we could use a verifiable oblivious PRF
(VOPRF)[23] for the generation of the committed value in the almost-oblivious
construction (or for the selection of randomness r in the construction of Sec-
tion 5.1). In a high level, in a VOPRF protocol, when given a PRF F , a third
party can communicate with a server holding a secret key k to evaluate an ar-
gument x and get back y = Fk(x), while the server learns nothing about x. If
F is also verifiable, there is a way to convince a third party that y is the true
output of Fk(x) without revealing k. Using this approach, has the trade off of
requiring a server that holds the PRF key (thus, some point of centralization),
however it makes such guessing attacks harder since an attacker would have to
interact with a server in order to test for elements (which might imply some
actual financial cost, i.e. the server could charge a fee for its given evaluation).

6 Lower Bounds

In this section, we will first show that for an oblivious accumulator, the digest of
all update information cannot be compressed with time and must grow linearly
with the number of operations that have been performed. This builds off of
an information-theoretic argument in the style of [9,18] to argue the claim for
deletions, and then uses the obliviousness properties to argue that the claim
must hold for any sequence of operations. This result appears in Section 6.1.

Next, we show that a similar claim holds even for non-oblivious accumulators
like ZCash that don’t satisfy Add-Del indistinguishability but have have Add-
Del unlinkability. For such accumulators, we show that the digest of all update
information must grow in a sense with the number of deletions that have been
performed. This result appears in Section 6.2.

6.1 Oblivious Accumulators

Lemma 5. Let OblvAcc be an oblivious accumulator over the domain D. Let
S ⊆ D be a set of size n and let T ⊂ S be a set of size n

2 . Consider performing
the following sequence of operations in order:

1. (pp, C)←$ Setup(1λ)
2. (C,wx, u, aux)←$ Add(C, x, U) for each x ∈ S
3. (C, u)← Del(C, x, U, aux) for each x ∈ T

Let C be the accumulator string and U be the digest of all update information
produced at the end of all the operations. Then,

|C|+ |U | = Ω(n)
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Proof. We will show that if the theorem is false, then we can encode arbitrary
subsets of S of size n

2 with o(n) bits, which is impossible information-theoretically

from Shannon’s coding theorem, as there are
(
n
n
2

)
= 2Ω(n) possible subsets of S

of size n
2 .

Let T ⊂ S be a set of size n
2 . Consider two parties A and B who know

the set S, and suppose A knows T and wishes to encode T for B. A and B
agree upon a mutual source of randomness and thus, we can assume that both
parties toss the same random coins. A proceeds as follows. A runs (pp, C) ←$

OblvAcc.Setup(1λ). Then, A runs (C,wx, u, aux) ←$ OblvAcc.Add(C, x, U) for
each x ∈ S, followed by (C, u) ← OblvAcc.Del(C, x, U, aux) for each x ∈ T .
Let C be the final accumulator string and U be the final digest of all update
information. A then sends along (C,U) to B.

We now claim that B can recover T . B can run (pp, C)←$ OblvAcc.Setup(1λ)
and (C,wx, u, aux)←$ OblvAcc.Add(C, x, U) for each x ∈ S (using the same ran-
dom coins as A). Now, using OblvAcc.MemProofUpdate, B can compute mem-
bership proofs wx for each x ∈ S after the sequence of OblvAcc.Adds. Notice that
this point, all those proofs would verify. Then, using OblvAcc.MemProofUpdate
and U , B can compute updated membership proofs for each x ∈ S after the
sequence of OblvAcc.Dels. From the correctness and soundness of OblvAcc, only
the membership proof of x ∈ S\T will now verify. Thus, by attempting to invoke
OblvAcc.MemVer on each wx, B can learn if x ∈ T or not. Thus (C,U) encodes
T and hence the claim in the lemma follows. ⊓⊔

For an oblivious accumulator, call a sequence of operations {Oi}i valid, where
each Oi is an Add or Del, if and only if no operation attempts to Del an element
that does not exist, i.e., has not been added or has already been deleted.

Lemma 6. Let OblvAcc be an oblivious accumulator and let ℓ ∈ N. Let {Oi}i∈[ℓ]

and {O′
i}i∈[ℓ] be two valid sequences of operations for OblvAcc. Consider perform-

ing the following operations:

1. (pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
2. (Ci, (·), ui, (·))←$ Oi(Ci−1, ·, ·, (·)) for i ∈ [ℓ]
3. (C ′

i, (·), u′
i, (·))←$ O′

i(C
′
i−1, ·, ·, (·)) for i ∈ [ℓ], where C ′

0 = C0

Then, for any PPT adversary,

(C1, . . . , Cℓ, u1, . . . , uℓ) ≈c (C
′
1, . . . , C

′
ℓ, u

′
1, . . . , u

′
ℓ)

that is, the sequence of accumulator strings and update information released are
computationally indistinguishable.

Proof. We can prove this by induction on ℓ. For ℓ = 1, both O1 and O′
1 must

be Adds. In this case, by the element hiding of OblvAcc, the claim of the lemma
holds. Assume the claim holds for ℓ = k, and let us consider the case of ℓ = k+1.

For any sequence of operations O = {Oi}i∈[k+1], let transcript(O) denote the
sequence of accumulator strings and update information released. In particular,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k+1]) = (C1, . . . , Ck+1, u1, . . . , uk+1)
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and
transcript({O′

i}i∈[k+1]) = (C ′
1, . . . , C

′
k+1, u

′
1, . . . , u

′
k+1)

Let O be an Add. First, note that

transcript({Oi}i∈[k+1]) ≈c transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O})

This follows from just element hiding if Ok+1 were an Add, and from Add-Del
unlinkability and indistinguishability if Ok+1 were a Del. Next, note that there
is a function fO,pp such that

transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O})←$ fO,pp(transcript({Oi}i∈[k]))

By our inductive hypothesis,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k]) ≈c transcript({O′
i}i∈[k])

Therefore,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O}) ≈c transcript({O′
i}i∈[k] ∪ {O})

as
transcript({O′

i}i∈[k] ∪ {O})←$ fO,pp(transcript({O′
i}i∈[k]))

Finally, note that

transcript({O′
i}i∈[k+1]) ≈c transcript({O′

i}i∈[k] ∪ {O})

which follows as before from just element hiding if O′
k+1 were an Add, and from

Add-Del unlinkability and indistinguishability if O′
k+1 were a Del. This completes

the proof of the lemma. ⊓⊔

Theorem 3. Let OblvAcc be an oblivious accumulator. Let {Oi}i∈[n] be a valid
sequence of operations for OblvAcc. Consider performing the following sequence
of operations in order:

1. (pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
2. (Ci, (·), ui, (·))←$ Oi(Ci−1, ·, ·, (·)) for i ∈ [n]

Let C be the accumulator string and U be the digest of all update information
produced at the end of all the operations. Then,

|C|+ |U | = Ω(n)

Proof. We combine Lemmas 5 and 6. We know from Lemma 5 that there is a
sequence of valid operations for which the claim in this lemma is true. We claim
that from Lemma 6, this claim is true for all sequences of valid operations. This
follows because both (C,U) is some function of the transcript of a sequence of
operations (as defined in Lemma 6), and since the transcripts are indistinguish-
able from Lemma 6, |C|+ |U | must be as well. ⊓⊔
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6.2 Oblivious Accumulators without Add-Del indistinguishability

For an oblivious accumulator, define the optrace of a sequence of operations
{Oi}i to be the sequence of operation types of each operation Oi as either an
Add or a Del.

Lemma 7. Let OblvAcc be an oblivious accumulator without Add-Del indistin-
guishability and let ℓ ∈ N. Let {Oi}i∈[ℓ] and {O′

i}i∈[ℓ] be two valid sequences of
operations for OblvAcc with the same optrace. Consider performing the following
operations:

1. (pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
2. (Ci, (·), ui, (·))←$ Oi(Ci−1, ·, ·, (·)) for i ∈ [ℓ]
3. (C ′

i, (·), u′
i, (·))←$ O′

i(C
′
i−1, ·, ·, (·)) for i ∈ [ℓ], where C ′

0 = C0

Then, for any PPT adversary,

(C1, . . . , Cℓ, u1, . . . , uℓ) ≈c (C
′
1, . . . , C

′
ℓ, u

′
1, . . . , u

′
ℓ)

that is, the sequence of accumulator strings and update information released are
computationally indistinguishable.

Proof. We can prove this by induction on ℓ. For ℓ = 1, both O1 and O′
1 must

be Adds. In this case, by the element hiding of OblvAcc, the claim of the lemma
holds. Assume the claim holds for ℓ = k, and let us consider the case of ℓ = k+1.

Let Ok+1 and O′
k+1 be Adds. Then,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k+1]) ≈c transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O′
k+1})

This follows from just element hiding. Next, note that there is a function fO′
k+1,pp

such that

transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O′
k+1})←$ fO′

k+1,pp
(transcript({Oi}i∈[k]))

By our inductive hypothesis,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k]) ≈c transcript({O′
i}i∈[k])

Therefore,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O′
k+1}) ≈c transcript({O′

i}i∈[k+1])

as
transcript({O′

i}i∈[k+1])←$ fO′
k+1,pp

(transcript({O′
i}i∈[k]))

This completes the proof of the lemma for the case that Ok+1 and O′
k+1 are Adds.

Now suppose that Ok+1 and O′
k+1 be Dels. The issue is that {Oi}i∈[k] ∪

{O′
k+1} may not be a valid sequence of operations. However, we can leverage

both element hiding and Add-Del unlinkability in this case.
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LetD ⊆ [k] andD′ ⊆ [k] be the indices of Adds in {Oi}i∈[k+1] and {O′
i}i∈[k+1]

respectively that have corresponding Dels. We have two cases depending on
whether D ∩D′ ̸= ∅ or D ∩D′ = ∅.

If D∩D′ ̸= ∅, let j ∈ D∩D′. Let O(j) and O′(j) be the Dels that correspond
to the Adds at index j in {Oi}i∈[k+1] and {O′

i}i∈[k+1] respectively. Now,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k+1]) ≈c transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O(j)})

This follows from Add-Del unlinkability. By our inductive hypothesis,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k]) ≈c transcript({O′
i}i∈[k])

Thus, from element hiding, we have that

transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O(j)}) ≈c transcript({O′
i}i∈[k] ∪ {O′(j)})

Finally, from Add-Del unlinkability,

transcript({O′
i}i∈[k+1]) ≈c transcript({O′

i}i∈[k] ∪ {O′(j)})

completing the proof of the lemma for the case that D ∩D′ ̸= ∅.

Now, suppose D ∩ D′ = ∅. Let j′ ∈ [k] denote the index of the Add in
{O′

i}i∈[k+1] that corresponds to the Del O′
k+1. Let O(j′) be the Del that corre-

sponds to the Add at index j′ in {Oi}i∈[k+1]. Now,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k+1]) ≈c transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O(j′)})

This follows from Add-Del unlinkability. By our inductive hypothesis,

transcript({Oi}i∈[k]) ≈c transcript({O′
i}i∈[k])

Thus, from element hiding, we have that

transcript({Oi}i∈[k] ∪ {O(j′)}) ≈c transcript({O′
i}i∈[k+1])

completing the proof of the lemma for the case that D ∩D′ = ∅. ⊓⊔

For an oblivious accumulator, define the delspace of a sequence of operations
{Oi}i as follows:

– For each i such that Oi is a Del, define

delspace(Oi) = i− 1− 2 · |{j < i : Oj is a Del}|

– Define
delspace({Oi}i) =

∏
i:Oi is a Del

delspace(Oi)

Based on the above definition and Lemma 7, we can prove the following theorem,
just as we did Theorem 3.
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Theorem 4. Let OblvAcc be an oblivious accumulator without Add-Del indistin-
guishability. Let {Oi}i∈[n] be a valid sequence of operations for OblvAcc. Consider
performing the following sequence of operations in order:

1. (pp, C0)←$ Setup(1λ)
2. (Ci, (·), ui, (·))←$ Oi(Ci−1, ·, ·, (·)) for i ∈ [n]

Let C be the accumulator string and U be the digest of all update information
produced at the end of all the operations. Then,

|C|+ |U | = Ω(log delspace({Oi}i∈[n]))
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A Related Work on Set Compressing Primitives

We discuss related works for the primitives of accumulators, vector commitments
and key-value commitments.

A.1 Accumulators

In the universal, dynamic, trapdoorless setting, the RSA [11,28] satisfies strong
soundness under the strong RSA assumption. It can be instantiated with class
groups in order to avoid the trusted setup and it supports batching and aggrega-
tion of proofs [8]. The bilinear accumulator [31,19,3] satisfies strong soundness
under the q-strong Diffie Hellman assumption and has public parameters pp
linear in the maximum accumulator capacity q. It supports batching and ag-
gregation of proofs [37]. Finally, the lattice-based accumulator by Yu et al. [44]
satisfies weak soundness based on the Short Integer Solution problem. It has
expensive proof updates, since it uses a Merkle Tree construction.

A.2 Vector Commitments

Catalano and Fiore [15] give two VC instantiations that satisfy strong key bind-
ing. The first VC instantiation is secure under the CDH assumption in bilinear
groups and has public parameters pp of length quadratic in the vector length q.
The parameters are of the form gzizj and are generated using q random elements
z1, . . . , zq. Extend generates an extra secret exponent zq1 and appends a set of q
elements gz1zq+1 , . . . , gzqzq+1 in pp. The second VC instantiation is secure under
the RSA assumption and has public parameters pp of length linear in the vector
length or pp of constant length with the use of collision resistant functions. pp
includes the description of a collision resistant function H that maps to prime
numbers and Extend includes one hash operation H(q + 1) = eq+1 that can be
run by everyone without the trapdoor. Lai and Malavolta [26] extend the con-
structions to support subvector openings, i.e. one concise proof for opening in
multiple positions, similar to a batch proof for accumulators. Campanelli et al.
extend the RSA instantiation to support incremental proof aggregation and give
a second construction with the same properties, based on the RSA accumulator,
using the batching and aggregation techniques by Boneh et al. [8]. Based on
KZG polynomial commitments [25], aSVCs [39] is a VC scheme with aggregat-
able, updateable subvector opening proofs and pp linear in the size of the vector
q. aSVC satisfies strong binding under the q-strong bilinear Diffie-Hellman as-
sumption. Extend appends an extra parameter gτ

q+1

to pp and is generated using
the secret trapdoor τ . Hyperproofs [36] is tree-based VC scheme with aggregat-
able and efficiently updateable logarithmic size subvector opening proofs and
linear parameter size that satisfies strong binding under q-strong Diffie Hellman.
Extend works the same as in aSVCs and uses the trapdoor. Pointproofs [22] is a
linear parameter VC scheme with subvector openings that supports aggregation
and cross-aggregation, meaning it has constant proofs of opening across differ-
ent vector commitments. It satisfies strong binding based on the weak bilinear
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Diffie-Hellman exponent problem. There is no trivial way to extend the vector
length for Pointproofs. Finally, there are lattice-based VC schemes [33,35] with
logarithmic sized single opening proofs satisfying strong binding based on the
Short Integer Solution problem. In order to extend the vector length in [35], a
random matrix Aq+1 needs to be generated and appended to pp together with
another matrix Rq+1 that was computed using a trapdoor.

A.3 Key-Value Commitments

Boneh et al. [8] show how to build a KVC scheme using an accumulator and
committing to each bit of the value v separately. Their construction does not
support non-membership, since the non-membership proofs offered by the accu-
mulator are used in order to express opening of bit equals zero. The tree-based
accumulator schemes of [34] and [41] support key-value openings but do not sup-
port efficient proof updates. Aardvark [27] describes a way to get a KVC from
VC schemes. It does not account for vector commitment Extend functions, in-
stead it considers multiple VC schemes of fixed length B. Once a commitment
gets full, a new one is instantiated. The final commitment is the set of all VC
digests. The VC positions are filled sequentially, similar to a linked-list, with
values of the form (k, v, succ(k)), where succ(k) is the smallest key in the list
larger than k. This method is used in order to realize key non-membership but
at the same time, it does not allow for efficient updates. KVaC [2,43] is an RSA-
based KVC scheme that satisfies strong key binding under the generalized RSA
assumption. Tomescu et al. [42] propose a KVC scheme with cross-incremental
proof (dis)aggregation that has strong soundness for one-hop aggregation. Their
scheme also supports append-only updates. Both the above schemes have con-
stant commitment and proof size and constant public parameters.
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